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ABSTRACT 
Techniques employed in origami are of interest for the 

design of actuating structures with multiple defined geometric 
states.  Most research in this area has focused on manipulating 
material chemistry or geometry to achieve folding, but crease 
development through full material thickness has not been 
studied in detail.  Understanding creasing is crucial for 
establishing material selection guidelines in origami engineering 
applications.  Identification of the precise failure mechanisms is 
critical for understanding the residual fold angle and selecting 
optimal materials for specific origami applications.  To 
characterize crease formation and development, polymer films 
were folded using a modified parallel plate bending technique 
which was successfully modeled with Euler beam theory in the 
elastic regime.  Fold angles measured after creasing provided a 
means to quantitatively describe a material’s ability to retain a 
fold, and degree of plastic deformation incurred during folding. 
SEM micrographs of creased regions revealed tensile 
deformations on exterior crease surfaces while compressive 
deformations such as wrinkling occurred inside.  Profilometry 
was performed on crease interiors to identify and measure 
wrinkle topology.  It was found that increased dissipative plastic 
deformation led to retention of smaller fold angles.  These 
characterization techniques can be used as a means of 

classifying and organizing polymers by potential usefulness in 
structural origami applications. 

NOMENCLATURE 
F Force 
I Moment of inertia 
M Bending moment 
R Radius of curvature 
PETG Glycol-modified poly(ethylene terephthalate) 
PP Polypropylene 
b Width 
d Moment arm 
t Thickness 
σ Stress 
ε Strain 
θ Fold angle 

INTRODUCTION 
 The function of a device is inherently dependent on its 
shape. By extension, a device that can change shape may 
possess multiple functions.    Examples of shape change to drive 
function include deployable solar arrays [1] and antennas [2].  
Solar array ratio of deployed to compact diameter is minimized 
to enable efficient packaging for launch and large surface area 
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for maximum energy collection in space. Shape change is seen 
in origami when a flat sheet of paper is folded into a complex 
geometry or model.  Origami is not limited to artistic design; it 
holds great potential as a design tool for engineers striving to 
obtain shape change to alter device performance.  Origami 
principles have recently been studied to facilitate design of 
efficient shape change through folding motions [3-5].  Of 
particular interest are origami patterns capable of actuation, the 
ability to transition between two or more states upon application 
of some external load.  An avenue to achieve this type of shape 
change that has recently received significant attention is 
activation of stimuli-responsive materials [6-8].  A stiff 
substrate material such as paper or polymer film may be used to 
support active materials to achieve desired structural integrity.  
In other cases, origami principles can be applied to design 
structures which can absorb a greater amount of energy upon 
impact [9,10].  Generally, one must understand folding behavior 
in any material selected for an origami application.   

Important to material selection in any engineering design is 
the ability to evaluate a variety of materials by standardized 
metrics to determine which is best for a particular application.  
Unfortunately, fold performance is currently not well defined 
across different material types.  For paper, traditionally used in 
origami art and packaging, excellent correspondence between 
material properties and performance is known.  For example, 
studies examining paperboard for packaging industries 
developed creasing and folding setups and described, in great 
detail, corresponding material behavior [11-13].  Creasing is 
achieved by indentation of paperboard to generate uniform 
folding lines by localizing stress and altering geometry [14].  
Folding is then carried out by two, three, or four-point bending 
or by another in-house method in the opposite direction of 
creasing.  Paperboard compressive strength is a key factor in 
determining onset of failure in the form of delamination [15].  
Failure mechanisms of paper (delamination and buckling) 
however are fundamentally different than those of polymer 
films.  Unfortunately, these established experimental procedures 
are limited by either attainable maximum bending strain or fold 
angle and are not sufficient to capture failure in polymers.   

 

 
Relevant fold performance metrics will thus depend on the 

intended use, as well as the mechanical behavior and failure 
mechanism of the material.  To this end, a more precise 
engineering definition of fold, bend, and crease, is required to 
characterizing fold performance across material types.  For the 
purposes of this study the following definitions apply to the 

noun forms of these terms.  A fold is any curvature of a plate 
resulting in a deviation from a flat state.  This can be 
accompanied by either elastic or plastic deformation 
necessitating two sub categorical definitions.  “Bend” is the 
term associated with elastic, recoverable, non-local curvature 
and is characterized by complete restorative force-deformation 
behavior.  A constant applied force is required to maintain a 
bend.  The term “crease” is assigned to folds involving 
permanent, non-recoverable, and localized plastic deformation.  
Ideally, a crease will have complete dissipative force-
deformation behavior, but some restorative behavior is typically 
present, especially in polymers.  Fold performance is thus a 
broad term that describes material response to folding.  

Numerous engineering metrics can be envisioned to 
quantify the impact of a material on fold performance, including 
energy dissipation on increasing number of folding events about 
existing fold lines, residual fold angle or fold hold, and angle 
opening or relaxation over time.  As an example, an origami 
artist working with our research group defined four categories 
based on his desired characteristics.  The categories were:  
crease memory, reversibility, accuracy, and hold.  Memory 
refers to the ability of a material to retain crease lines and re-
fold about them. For example, a perfectly elastic material would 
have no crease memory. Reversibility involves folding in the 
opposite direction about an existing crease.  Paper can easily be 
folded back around an existing crease line and thus is highly 
reversible; however a material with low reversibility would 
incur a new crease.  Accuracy describes the ability to form a 
straight fold line connecting two points, a feat that may be 
difficult for a strongly anisotropic material or one with large 
morphological features.  Hold was designated as residual fold 
angle with complete hold marked by no residual angle 
(aluminum foil) and zero hold by full unfolding (PDMS).  
These fold performance categories reflect the artist’s primary 
goal to create precise folds to construct an aesthetically pleasing 
model.  Engineering applications on the other hand may be 
more concerned with other factors, such as the amount of 
energy needed to fold, fatigue behavior, relaxation time, recoil 
force, etc.   

While developing approaches to quantify all these metrics 
is important, the work presented here focuses on characterizing 
folding of polymers by fold angle retention and amount of 
plastic deformation.  This metric serves as an initial parameter 
for eliminating possible adaptive materials for design of active 
origami structures.  Qualitatively, the relative ability of a film to 
maintain a fold can be easily compared with a simple empirical 
ranking on a scale of 1-5.  Although adequate for artists with 
extensive experience, broad engineering material selection 
requires protocol that factors both geometric and material 
effects for direct comparison between options. The approach 
taken herein consists of a few steps.  First, fold performance 
criteria were identified and defined as a way to qualitatively 
understand and compare folding between materials and 
geometries.  Second, methods were developed to fold materials 
and describe them quantitatively.  To accomplish this, a folding 
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technique was utilized to fold select polymers to closure.  Fold 
angle relaxation was measured over time serving as a means of 
comparing fold performance of different materials.  Third, 
failure modes occurring locally in response to fold formation 
were examined to further understand material-specific influence 
on fold performance.  

MATERIALS & METHODS 
Kapton, polypropylene (PP), and glycol-modified 

poly(ethylene terephthalate) (PETG) were chosen for this study 
such that a range of polymer properties were covered.  Kapton 
HN films from The DuPont Company in thicknesses of 27, 52, 
76, and 127 μm were studied.  Kapton is a high performance 
polyimide thermoplastic characterized by high Tg and stiffness.  
Polypropylene acquired from DOW Chemical (42 μm thick) 
and Grafix (510 μm thick) is a commodity thermoplastic 
capable of strain-induced crystallization which accounts for its 
high fatigue life.  PETG from Transilwrap (127 μm thick) is an 
amorphous film characterized by moderate stiffness and some 
degree of stress-whitening in response to applied stresses.   

Commercial origami paper (62 μm thick) was acquired 
from an arts and crafts retailer and served as comparison 
between a more traditional origami material and polymers.  
Additionally, Hewlett-Packard printer paper (105 μm thick) 
served as another baseline material.  Both papers had distinct, 
observable directionality caused by preferential fiber alignment. 

A technique was developed to form folds in polymer and 
paper specimens using a TA Instruments RSA3 in parallel plate 
compression mode (Fig. 1(a)).  Specimens with dimensions of 
25 mm (1 in) length and 13 mm (0.5 in) width were bent to fit 
between 25 mm (1 in) diameter plates spaced at 10 mm.  They 
were fixed to the bottom plate with tape to remain stationary 
and free on the top plate to allow sliding to relieve compressive 
stresses at the tape (Fig. 1(b)).  Other boundary conditions were 
explored including taping to both plates, adhering sandpaper to 
the top plate, and free on both plates.  Taping to both plates 
often caused bending in multiple locations on the specimen due 
to any misalignment.  Sandpaper suffered from similar issues.  
Free conditions allowed slipping and occasionally specimens 

completely slipped out between the plates.  Compression was 
performed with a rate of 10 mm/min to a radius of curvature-
thickness ratio (R/t) of unity.  In all cases, folds were formed 
perpendicular to the machine direction so that the maximum 
folding force with respect to material orientation was measured.  
Force and displacement were recorded for both loading and 
unloading cycles from which stress/strain data were calculated 
using Euler elastic beam theory.  This theory is limited to elastic 
deformation and was applied only outer surfaces subjected to 
maximum bending strain.  Calculations were only performed for 
the outer surfaces where the stresses were at a maximum so that 
a comparison between bending and stretching could be made.  
Equation (1) gives the relations used to calculate bending stress 
and strain where M is the bending moment, F is the applied 
force, d is the length of the moment arm or the perpendicular 
distance between the direction and location of applied load and 
the fold vertex, t is the material thickness, I is the moment of 
inertia equal to (bt3)/12 where b is the specimen width, and R is 
the radius of curvature. 

 
 M = Fd,    σ = Mt/(2I),    ε = t/(2R) (1) 

 
Tensile tests were performed to confirm bending stress/strain 
results and also to check if common tensile properties could 
serve as indicators of fold performance.  A Tinius Olsen H10KS 
bench top mechanical tester was used with tensile grips 
powered by compressed nitrogen gas with a gripping pressure 
of 40 psi.  Specimens were prepared to dimensions of 4 mm 
width and 25 mm (1in) gauge length.  A crosshead speed of 10 
mm/min was applied until specimen failure occurred.   

After creating folds with the parallel plate technique, fold 
angle relaxation was tracked as the interior opening angle after 
removal of applied load (Fig. 1(c)).  Thickness effects on fold 
angle relaxation were first compared using four thicknesses of 
Kapton.  Experiments were then extended to origami paper and 
polymers which were compared for a time period of 6 hours, 
after which equilibrium was reached.  This served as a way to 
compare folding for a variety of materials.   

A Bruker contact profilometer with a 2 μm radius stylus 
with a contact force of 3 mg was used to measure height 
profiles of permanent deformation in fold interiors.  Data was 
recorded with a range of 65.5 μm with 85% of the range 
reserved for depths less than the initial starting position height.  
This ensured capture of features inside the valley-shaped 
residual curvature of the folded region caused by permanent 
deformation.  Curvature was accounted for by fitting the data 
with a quadratic equation to smooth the curve.   

Plastic deformation associated with polymer yielding was 
examined with an FEI Quanta scanning electron microscopy 
(SEM).  Specimens were sputter coated with Au-Pd alloy for 60 
seconds to form a conductive layer on the surface.  Beam 
voltage was set to 5 kV with a spot size of 3 and an aperture of 
30 μm.  Only the secondary electron detector was used to 
capture micrographs.   

 

 

 

(a) (b) (c) 

FIGURE 1:  (a) PARALLEL PLATE FOLDING SETUP (b) 
FOLDED SPECIMEN, SIDE VIEW (c) RELAXATION ANGLE 
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TABLE 1:  UNIAXIAL TENSILE PROPERTIES 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Tensile experiments yielded Young’s modulus, yield strain, 

and strain at break which were compared between polymer 
films and origami paper as seen in Table 1.  Comparing these to 
empirical assessments of crease memory, reversibility, accuracy, 
and hold, possible correlations were explored to establish a key 
factor underlying performance, such as compressive strength 
known for paper and cardboard. Unfortunately, no strict 
correlations could be found.  Polymers tended to have lower 
stiffness and higher yield strain than paper, but some polymers 
held a fold quite well compared to paper while others did not.   

Parallel plate folding was used to generate folds in polymer 
films and origami paper.  Equation (1) was used to calculate 
bending stress/strain based on force displacement data collected 
from the parallel plate folding technique.  Good agreement was 
found between bending and tensile results in the elastic regime 
(Fig. 2) thus validating the experimental procedure.  The 
comparison breaks down after the onset of plastic deformation 
by as much as 50% due to the assumptions of parallel planes 
remain plane and a linear constitutive theory in Euler bending.  
Insets in Fig. 2 show stress fields for applied tension and 
bending where the dashed line represents the neutral axis in 
bending.   

TABLE 2:  FOLD ANGLE RELAXATION RESULTS 

Material 
Thickness 

(μm)  
±2 

Initial 
Angle 
(t = 0)  
± 3° 

Final 
Angle 

(t = 6 hr) 
± 3° 

Angle 
Increase 

Kapton 25 133 150 17 
Kapton 52 114 137 23 
Kapton 76 103 133 30 
Kapton 127 99 122 23 

PP 42 104 128 24 
PETG 127 2 <5 3 
Printer 
Paper 105 48 79 31 

Origami 
Paper 62 28 54 26 

 
Thickness presents a tunable geometrical factor 

incorporated into the angle retention metric and its effects on 
equilibrium fold angle were first examined with four 
thicknesses of Kapton film measuring 25, 52, 76, and 127 μm 
(1, 2, 3, 5 mil).  Fold angles were measured as shown in Fig. 
1(c).  Tracking fold angle over six hours revealed that  
equilibrium fold angle decreased with increasing thickness as 
reported in Table 2.  This was attributed to larger surface strains 
induced on thicker films when all films were folded to the same 
R/t.  One might expect that increasing thickness should also 
increase fold angle.  This would be true if all specimens were 
loaded with equal force.  However, all specimens were loaded 
to the same radius to thickness ratio and therefore larger forces 
were applied to thicker specimens. This induced more plastic 
deformation which ultimately has the greatest impact on 
residual fold angle. 

Measurements of equilibrium fold angles were extended to 
PP, PETG, printer paper, and origami paper to examine material 
effects on the angle retention metric.  Because not all film 
thicknesses were equal, these materials could only be directly 
compared to Kapton.  It was found that equilibrium angle was 
not only affected by thickness, but also had a distinct material 
dependence.  For example, Table 2 shows PETG retained the 
smallest or tightest fold angle, about 5°, while Kapton of the 
same thickness retained a 125° angle.  Papers generally 
outperformed polymers, with the exception of PETG.  Among 
papers, origami paper retained a tighter fold angle than printer 
paper due to noticeably longer fibers increasing the stiffness 
and slightly lowering yield strain shown in Table 1.  It was 
curious that PETG should maintain a tighter fold angle than 
even origami paper.  To explain this, the nature of plastic 
deformation at the fold was investigated. 

SEM micrographs of folded Kapton, PP, and PETG 
polymer films revealed localized damage as a result of stress 
concentration from folding.  Both interior and exterior fold 
surfaces were examined in this study to observe similarities and 
differences between tension and compression behavior and are 
presented in Fig. 3.  All polymer films showed wrinkling  

Material Young's 
Modulus (GPa) 

Yield Strain 
(%) 

Kapton 2.48 ± 0.2 3.36 ± 0.9 
PETG 1.49 ± 0.1 4.73 ± 0.3 

PP 0.99 ± 0.1 4.44 ± 0.4 
Printer Paper 2.76 ± 0.4 1.01 ± 0.3 

Origami 
Paper 4.07 ± 0.1 0.98 ± 0.3 

FIGURE 2:  COMPARISON OF BENDING TO TENSILE 
STRESS/STRAIN 
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deformation on interior fold surfaces subjected to compressive 
stresses (Fig. 3(a), (b), (c)).  Wrinkling in this manner shared 
some similarities with wrinkling of rubber blocks in bending 
[16, 17].  Adjusting R/t during fold formation with the parallel 
plate folding technique altered the size of wrinkling 
deformations.  For example, an increased R/t from 2 to 3 in  
Kapton generated wrinkling deformations with smaller depths 
(163 to 73 nm).  Kapton (Fig. 3(a)) appeared to undergo brittle 
deformation evidenced by crack-like features on the 
compressed interior surface. However, this did not yield high 
fold angle retention as might be expected due to lack of tensile 
deformation as discussed later.  PP and PETG yielded in a more 
ductile manner with PETG producing larger wrinkling 
deformations as measured by a contact stylus profilometer 
correlating with improved fold angle retention.  Height of 
wrinkling deformation on Kapton ranged from 200 to 250 nm 
independent of thickness when folded to R/t = 1.  However, 
PETG possessed heights of 2,000 nm proving a strong material 
dependence on morphology of wrinkling deformations as a 
result of bending.  Studies by others showed that paper 
deformed by both buckling and delamination due to 
compressive forces as a result of bending [15, 18].  However, 
unlike polymers, paper was not shown to suffer damage 
resulting from tensile stresses on the outer fold surface. 

Examination of the exterior fold surfaces of polymer films 
by SEM, as shown in the second row of Fig. 3(a), (b), and (c), 
revealed PETG and PP were damaged as a result of tensile 
stresses.  Interestingly, Kapton did not appear to sustain 
substantial tensile deformation as seen in Fig. 3(a).  This was 

attributed to the brittle-type failure of Kapton in uniaxial 
tension tests which is typically characterized by abrupt failure 
with little to no plastic deformation.  In contrast to Kapton, 
tensile yield occurred on the exterior fold surfaces of PP and 
PETG in the form of striations perpendicular to the direction of 
applied stress seen in Fig. 3(b) and (c).  Striations on PETG 
were tightly packed, highly concentrated (1342 ± 867 
striations/mm), well-aligned, and ranged in size from 0.2 – 2 
μm.  Similarly, PP striations were oriented perpendicular to the 
direction of tensile stress, but, within those striations, additional 
deformation (1137 ± 400 /mm) oriented parallel to the direction 

C
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 (a) (b) (c) 

FIGURE 3:  SEM MICROGRAPHS OF COMPRESSIVE AND TENSILE DEFORMATION RESULTING FROM FOLDING FOR 
KAPTON (a), PP (b), AND PETG (c). (SCALE BAR = 10 μm) 

 

FIGURE 4:  SCHEMATIC FORCE-DEFORMATION-
RECOVERY BEHAVIOR OF POLYMERS 
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of tensile stress was observed.  This was most likely caused by 
the matte surface finish of this particular PP specimen where the 
majority of the parallel striations were located within raised 
regions.  Observing failure mechanisms visually explains 
relaxed fold angle results and informs the angle retention metric 
of fold performance.  

The failure mechanisms observed by SEM and 
profilometry confirmed that fold retention is regulated by the 
type and intensity of plastic deformation and failure.  The 
schematic force-deformation-recovery curve presented in Fig. 4 
demonstrates three examples of behavior: complete restorative, 
restorative and complete dissipative.  Complete restorative 
behavior involves complete energy recovery, for example an 
elastomer such as PDMS returns to its undeformed 
configuration after folding.  Moderate restorative behavior (blue 
-·) is characterized by energy recovery to some degree leaving 
some residual deformation.  Kapton exhibited moderate 
restorative behavior by wrinkling in compression, but not 
exhibiting permanent deformation in tension, resulting in large 
fold angles.  PP also exhibited moderate restorative behavior, 
although it incurred more severe tensile and compressive 
deformations.  Complete dissipative behavior (red --) involves 
no energy recovery upon unloading and no deformation is 
recovered.  Delamination of paper is a type of nearly complete 
dissipative failure that results in favorable fold angle retention.  
PETG, which held the tightest residual fold angle, also exhibited 
nearly complete dissipative behavior, with permanent 
deformations displayed on both tension and compression 
surfaces.  PETG also possessed the largest wrinkling 
deformations in terms of both width and height.   Understanding 
the nature of plastic deformation and hence energy 
recoverability is the critical determining factor for fold angle 
retention and should be considered in material selection for 
origami applications. 

CONCLUSIONS 
An understanding of fold performance is critical for design 

of engineered origami structures and is ultimately material 
dependent.  Fold angle retention, one of many metrics of fold 
performance, of polymer films was the primary focus here.  
Polymers can serve as substrates for active stimuli-responsive 
materials in actuating adaptive origami structures.  Using a 
folding technique to overcome limitations of more conventional 
methods, it was found that failure behavior of polymer films is a 
key predictor of fold angle retention.  Application-dependent 
fold angles can be achieved through material selection informed 
by knowledge of failure mechanisms.   

Future work will involve developing a better understanding 
of how polymer microstructure (amorphous and semi-
crystalline) and deformation mode (shear banding, crazing, 
cavitation, etc.) affect fold performance.  Hypotheses developed 
from these experiments will then be tested on a larger material 
library noting any additional trends.  Current and future work 
also includes identifying the bending strain at plastic 
deformation onset in real time.  This measurement can be 

performed by directing a laser through a developing fold to 
detect the formation of surface deformations.  It is anticipated 
that either well-aligned striations would result in beam 
scattering (akin to x-ray scattering), or stress whitening would 
serve as a beam stop, or both would occur.  Strain at permanent 
deformation onset is a potential parameter for achievable fold 
angles of an undeformed state and is another factor that 
influences material selection. 
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